
 

 

Emerald Lake Village District 
Hillsborough, New Hampshire,03244 

 

ELVD Workshop Meeting Minutes 
Thursday, September 26, 2019  

Attendees in Person: 
Brett Taber, Chair 
Steve Criner, Commissioner 
Sara Auger, Commissioner 
Rick Rose, Clerk 
Deb Kardaseski, District Administrator 
Shawna Kilcoyne, Treasurer 
Eileen Feindel, Office Manager 
 
ELVD Residents:  
 
Melissa Taber, Wayne Held, Don Johnson and Joe Feindel. 
 

Meeting was called to order by Chair Taber and began with the Pledge of Allegiance. 

 

GENERAL DISCUSSION:  

This Workshop was needed to review specs/bids for contractors.  

 

Commissioner Criner began with the meeting (workshop) held with Wright-Pierce. They had an opportunity to 
address a couple of items. The most important item was the lack of water being generated by the wells. A prior 
meeting mentioned the ongoing task of identifying and repairing leaks and was suggested that be our focus. 
However, Wright-Pierce has suggested we find a new water source. We had to truck in more water again today. 
They agreed to send us a quote in aiding us with that task and be in time for next years’ budget. Budgeting and 
allocating money for these projects is the boards’ main objective. They are also offering (for $20,000) to 
complete the water sourcing (geological survey) to help us find another source for water, which may include 
acquiring more land/property from the town. We may be able to dig deeper into the wells we have or find a new 
source. The last time one of these was done was 2014.  
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The next item discussed was the bridge. Wright-Pierce will be sending as a more updated and detailed time 
schedule for the bridge project. They discussed allowing bridge companies to come to us with their own bridge 
specs. Whatever we build (voted on by residents) will be approved by the engineering company and the Dept of 
Transportation. Financing the bridge is still being evaluated by the board and how we can appropriate the 
expenses correctly. Loans and grants will most likely be the way we will need to proceed. Village districts are 
treated differently when these are taken into consideration. 

The board will need to follow-up with Wright-Pierce on their timeline to complete the planning stage of the 
bridge. The proposed deadline is early to mid-March, which is too late for our Annual Meeting.  

 

* Follow-up to culverts needing repair and/or replacement: It has been determined that our road agent (Skippy) 
is responsible for this work. Some of the culvert work can be held off until Spring. What still needs to be 
determined is if this work is included within his contract or is billed separately. If this is part of his contract, work 
should be done before the Spring.  

 

BIDS: 

* For incidental (not roadways) snow removal: We have to fine-tune the times, snow amounts and emergent 
needs (for wells) for removal of snow, based on our expectations. These would include removing snow for 
utilities, buildings and mailboxes, etc. Last years contract was with Zack Plummer and he priced by season.  
Posting for bids can be placed at the ELVD office, the website, kiosks and a local newspaper.  

* For beach and outdoor maintenance: This includes raking the beaches and lawn mowing (including removal of 
brush and vegetation) and trash removal. Responsibility also includes making sure intersections and road 
signage are clear. HRVs can be used (including on street use) for district maintenance and work.  

 

A motion was made by Commissioner Criner to suspend the public portion of the meeting into a private (for 
personnel issue) session citing 91-A:3 Section IIA. Public session was closed at 8:17 pm and resumed at 8:37 pm. 
A motion was made by Chair Taber to seal the minutes of the private session until all parties involved are no 
longer working or supporting the district in any capacity. Commissioners Criner and Auger accepted the motion, 
motion passed.  

The next Workshop meeting is scheduled for October 10, 2019 at 6:30 pm at the ELVD office.  

 

 

A motion was made by Chair Taber to adjourn the meeting. Commissioners Auger and Criner approved the 
motion, motion passed.  

Meeting was adjourned at 8:39 pm. 
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Regards,  

 

______________________ 
Rick Rose, ELVD Clerk  

 

Approved by: 

 

__________________________________ 

Brett Taber, Commissioner (Chair) 

 

____________________________ 

Steve Criner, Commissioner 

 

__________________________ 

Sara Auger, Commissioner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


